Experimental and theoretical investigations of Dy(III) complex with 2,2'-bipyridine ligand: DNA and BSA interactions and antimicrobial activity study.
In this study, the interactions of a novel metal complex [Dy(bpy)2Cl3.OH2] (bpy is 2,2'-bipyridine) with fish salmon DNA (FS-DNA) and bovine serum albumin (BSA) were investigated by experimental and theoretical methods. All results suggested significant binding between the Dy(III) complex with FS-DNA and BSA. The binding constants (Kb), Stern-Volmer quenching constants (KSV) of Dy(III)-complex with FS-DNA and BSA at various temperatures as well as thermodynamic parameters using Van't Hoff equation were obtained. The experimental results from absorption, ionic strength, iodide ion quenching, ethidium bromide (EtBr) quenching studies and positive ΔH˚ and ΔS˚ suggested that hydrophobic groove-binding mode played a predominant role in the binding of Dy(III)-complex with FS-DNA. Indeed, the molecular docking results for DNA-binding were in agreement with experimental data. Besides, the results found from experimental and molecular modeling indicated that the Dy(III)-complex bound to BSA via Van der Waals interactions. Moreover, the results of competitive tests by phenylbutazone, ibuprofen, and hemin (as a site-I, site-II and site-III markers, respectively) considered that the site-III of BSA is the most possible binding site for Dy(III)-complex. In addition, Dy(III) complex was concurrently screened for its antimicrobial activities. The presented data provide a promising platform for the development of novel metal complexes that target nucleic acids and proteins with antimicrobial activity.Communicated by Ramaswamy H. Sarma.